
Manual Or Pdk Cayman
Cant stop watching vids of Cayman GTS and cant decide if manual VS PDK is better. Steve
Sutcliffe has sang the praises of both. cmoose. 30,315 posts. Fifth Gear host Jason Plato recently
tested a pair of Porsche Cayman sports cars — one with a manual, the other with a PDK semi-
automatic gearbox.

However, there's a major difference you can't see from the
outside. One Cayman has a manual gearbox and the other
comes equipped with PDK. Which one.
In our tests, a Cayman S with PDK needed just 4.5 seconds to hit 60 mph, while the manual
version was just 0.1 second slower. Fuel economy remains a strong. Most car comparisons tend
to focus on comparing cars from different auto markers, those are helpful as one looks to choose
his or her next car, but wh.. The EPA rates the base car's fuel economy at 20 mpg in the city, 30
mpg highway with the manual transmission and 22/32 mpg with PDK. The Cayman S rates.
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There are six different flavors of the Porsche Boxster and Cayman twins. the six-speed manual is
easy and fun to heel-toe, and even the baby engine sounds great. A note on Sport Chrono: It's
silly not to get it when you choose PDK. Sure. It is hooked up to a modified version of the
Cayman GTS's six-speed manual gearbox. A PDK dual-clutch automatic was considered but
rejected, meaning. #Porsche #Cayman #PDK vs Porsche Cayman Manual #TopGear Please
enjoy this. Just like the regular Cayman, the six-speed manual option's gearing is long. The seven-
speed PDK automatic transmission with paddleshifters is faster. The fast-shifting PDK gearbox is
well suited to the Cayman, and allows you to make However, for track-day fans a GTS with a
manual gearbox and optional.

About, Export, Add. Fifth Gear - Porsche Cayman Manual
vs PDK. Capture date : 01/01/1970.
Could Porsche have been wrong about the consumer's desire for PDK? And does the new
manual-only Cayman GT4 signify that Porsche may be back-pedaling. The Porsche Cayman
GT4 is adding a PDK transmission option in the near Preuninger said the GT4 will be offered
with a PDK or manual, with an official. The all-new Porsche Cayman GT4 has been unveiled
ahead of its 2015 PDK is faster though so why would the track versions have manual over PDK?
In late 2013 I swapped a 997 Carrera GTS for 981 Cayman S with PDK and have road
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conversions and building and running manual and PDK 3.8L race cars. 30 mpg (Manual) 32 mpg
(PDK) MSRP $ 52,600.00. Inventory. Cayman S 2015 Porsche Cayman S Engine 325 hp @
7,400 rpm. Performance 0-60 mph: 4.7 s A 5-speed manual transaxle is standard on the Cayman
(G87.01), while a with a seven-speed "PDK", Porsche's dual-clutch robotic manual transmission).
The base 2015 Cayman with the automated manual transmission gets an there is no beating the
Cayman's dual-clutch PDK automatic transmission." -- Kelley.

Porsche Cayman Manual vs PDK – Video This video is from Fifth Gear and features a test of the
Porsche Cayman manual transmission and the Porsche. Use our Car Buying Guide to research
Porsche Cayman GT4 prices, specs, only with an enthusiast-pleasing six-speed manual—no PDK
automatic here. The choice of manual or PDK transmission affects the Cayman's acceleration and
efficiency. With the manual, the base Cayman can reach 60 mph in 5.4.

Learn more about the 2015 Porsche Cayman with Kelley Blue Book expert reviews. EPA
city/highway fuel economy: 20/30 mpg (manual), 22/32 mpg (PDK. 12 years, 9 of which have
been sports cars (the other a Cayenne SUV), and 8 of those have had manual transmissions, and
1 had PDK (2011 Cayman S).." ive had a 2009 basic pdk cayman for a few months. i dont use
the "paddle" shifters, but i do love shifting in manual mode the stick. do you think it is designed.
The Cayman GTS comes standard with a 6-speed manual transmission, but a 7 manual
transmission, but a 7-speed PDK automatic is available as an option. Porsche's GT division chief
explains where manual, turbocharging, and For example, we're told that the total build for the new
Cayman GT4 is going to be (not the result of criticism over the decision to launch the 991 GT3 as
a PDK only).

An official announcement is expected to occur very soon and obviously the PDK-equipped
Cayman GT4 will be a tad more expensive than the manual version. Porsche Cayman GTS 981
(Manual and PDK version) by A. Showmebest dfiles.ru/files/yzh50olyu working on AC 1.1.4.
While Preuninger failed to reveal which PDK transmission the Cayman GT4 will be available
with, it seems inevitable that it will come at a premium to the manual.
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